ScienceBase Version August Released 2019-08-31
Bug
[SCIENCEBASE-8039] - Issue with CSW Harvest Reported by BLM
[SCIENCEBASE-8057] - ScienceBase: Directory: New user Sponsor not saving
[SCIENCEBASE-8079] - ScienceBase by the Numbers
[SCIENCEBASE-8086] - Sciencebase Directory Organization JSON 404 Error
[SCIENCEBASE-8087] - No Space Left on Device Error on File Upload
[SCIENCEBASE-8092] - ScienceBase Directory: Drop down hover menu color hides text
[SCIENCEBASE-8093] - ScienceBase Directory - help page "report a problem" not found
[SCIENCEBASE-8094] - BaseMap not Displaying in Search Results / Intermittently on Item Show Page
[SCIENCEBASE-8099] - Resolve BASIS Relay Issue

New Feature
[SCIENCEBASE-8003] - Create a graphql mutation for adding an item
[SCIENCEBASE-8049] - Differentiate linked items from direct descendants in table
[SCIENCEBASE-8081] - Mockup UI redesign with sidebar and top nav
[SCIENCEBASE-8083] - Add permissions link to sidebar
[SCIENCEBASE-8088] - Setup route for fileListTable

Story
[SCIENCEBASE-7938] - As a user I can list and browse items and their files.
[SCIENCEBASE-7942] - I can create an item
[SCIENCEBASE-7944] - As a user I can add files to an item

Task
[SCIENCEBASE-7770] - Update BASIS documentation
[SCIENCEBASE-7836] - Update Metrics Documentation
[SCIENCEBASE-7953] - Create the SQL query for updating an items metadata
[SCIENCEBASE-7998] - Create FileRepository in sb-graphql
[SCIENCEBASE-8011] - FQA: Test: SCIENCEBASE-7946, 7930, 7919, 7917, 7913, 7912, 7895, 7727, 7789, 7786, 7726, 7719, 7715
[SCIENCEBASE-8019] - Review and Respond to ScienceBase Section 508 Review
[SCIENCEBASE-8025] - Upgrade Vocab to Grails 3
[SCIENCEBASE-8050] - Upgrade Directory to Grails 3 (Pt. 3)
[SCIENCEBASE-8053] - Upload a file to an item through the new GraphQL API
[SCIENCEBASE-8054] - Save scraped metadata from catalog in to files DB
[SCIENCEBASE-8055] - Present scraped metadata to the user with choices
[SCIENCEBASE-8063] - Try CSP functionality with login.gov again
[SCIENCEBASE-8066] - Add Chris Skinner to 'NDC_Dashboard_Managers' role, Write script to deeply apply write permissions to the NDC
collection
[SCIENCEBASE-8067] - Add a search link to the navigation on the SB Management UI
[SCIENCEBASE-8071] - Fix Basic Auth on grails 3 directory on beta
[SCIENCEBASE-8072] - Fix Basic Auth on grails 3 directory on beta
[SCIENCEBASE-8078] - Upgrade Vocab to Grails 3 (Pt 2 ST)
[SCIENCEBASE-8082] - Refactor File access in catalog
[SCIENCEBASE-8084] - FQA: Test: Sciencebase 8020 - Increase Limit for Results from SB Directory
[SCIENCEBASE-8085] - FQA: Test: SCIENCEBASE-7946 - A user can follow a link to a specific item
[SCIENCEBASE-8090] - FQA: Test: ScienceBase Directory Health Check (Beta)
[SCIENCEBASE-8095] - research faster way to RM 2018 trash
[SCIENCEBASE-8116] - Create action menu option and dialog on files to overlay scrape data on the item August Work

